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EIGHTEEN
Katelyn Brunner
So, this is adulthood?
Being confined lions
yearning for liberation,
finally released,
but hesitant in battle.
Sore bodied, brittle boned,
still waiting for thick skin.
Passing up passions for the mundane,
losing love with safety.
We are swallowing sleepless nights
with coffee
and alcohol
in the hope that one day
we can afford a house
because after all
traditions of unfulfillment need to be passed on.

AN ENDING AND A BEGINNING
Dianne Cikusa
Immensity
resides on the other side
of the Tomb—
its scope and orientation
displaying like inward architecture;
Please listen (to the Quiet alphabet)—
and we’ll build together a world of silence.
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BENCH ON THE BEACH
Myra Koch
Margo drags her leaky dinghy high up on the beach. This
used to be easier, she thinks, panting. Blast! Didn’t take the
small folding anchor again. She’ll have to tie the painter
around a rock. The saving grace is that one can usually find a
sizeable stone or a mangrove on the shore, and she always
has the spare rope, she never forgets that. Cannot afford to
lose her tender. Has to remember to fix the leak, though;
otherwise she will no longer be able to use the little water
taxi.
Margo pauses to catch her breath. The pain is getting
harder to bear with every new day. She looks like a little
brown walnut, exposed to the sun and wind most of the
time. And shrivelled by age. She is wearing cut-off shorts and
a faded T-shirt; a frayed straw hat covers her wispy silver
hair.
Satisfied that the dinghy is secured, Margo sets for a
stroll on the blinding white sand. The sand burns her bare
feet, so she scuttles to the wet edge just where the wavelets
retreat. Another glorious morning and another beautiful
beach Margo has to herself. She and Greg, walking hand in
hand, had left their footprints in the sand on many
magnificent beaches. This one is long and winding and Margo
delights in ambling along.
Unexpectedly she comes upon a bench. How odd. A
solitary bench in the middle of the remote beach. She nearly
misses a sign: ‘Welcome to Tranquil Bay. Have a rest. Ian &
Jenny.’ And on the bench, a shiny brass plaque reads: ‘In
memory of our grandad.’ Simple yet poignant.
In the bush behind can be discerned a white shed-like
building with a satellite antenna on its flat roof. Must be Ian
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and Jenny’s beach house, or maybe that used to be their
grandad’s retreat.
Very generous, Margo thinks, unlike that other beach
she had visited some months ago. It was the site of an exmovie set and she was hoping to see it, but no—several huge
signs erected in the sand proclaimed private property and
warning trespassers they will be prosecuted.
So that’s then what she will do. Sit and rest. The pain is
back, sharper now, a stark reminder that she ought not to
delay any longer writing those instructions. She must tell
them, her children and grandchildren scattered on three
continents, what she wants.
Margo is not sure though, what has to be done. Perhaps
the bench like this would suit perfectly, and her ashes thrown
in the wind to the sea. Together with Greg’s ashes, which she
has been keeping on their yacht this many years. Choosing
the spot would be difficult. So many magnificent places. Hard
to make up her mind. Certainly somewhere with a view of
the water. And peaceful. To bring the family together, for
once.
Margo sits and watches the “Faraway” dancing on
anchor in a light breeze. The yacht has seen better days, but
it is her home and gets her places. In the distance behind is
an island with coconut palms swaying in the wind.
Margo has found her tropical paradise at last – until the
shrieking noise of powerful outboards from fishermen’s
tinnies zooming about pierces the still air. Soon they
disappear, and Margo keeps gazing at the vast expanse of the
ocean and the “Faraway”, her little shell of a home.
She listens to the waves splashing gently, they seem to
be murmuring—tired, old, tired, old. The waves are
splashing, tired, old, tired, old. The rhythm of the waves
splashing, murmuring, splash, splash, tired, old, splash,
splash, splash … She wants something, what is it that she
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wants? Pain to go away, youth—no, not so much youth but
strength to come back. And Greg, she misses him unbearably.
Something else, something important. Ah, yes, she has to
write instructions. No more denial. Margo closes her eyes
only for a moment. She sees a little girl standing in the bright
light, holding a toy sailing boat, smiling.
In the afternoon, a luxury motorboat anchors in the
shallows. Loud music disturbs the tranquillity. A group of
young people spills on the beach. A couple goes for a run.
‘Oh, wow, look there, a bench,’ the girl calls out. ‘And a
little old lady. Doesn’t she look serene, reclining on the bench
like that?’
But when they say: ‘G’day,’ there is no reply nor
movement. The boy, who is a nurse, rushes towards the
slight figure. He feels Margo’s wrist then turns back to his
girlfriend:
‘No pulse.’
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TO MY FATHER’S HOUSE THEY CAME
Norm Fairbairn
Am I there still,
aye, me thinks, mostly.
My heart still in Bannockburn days,
with grease-streaked clansmen,
the boiler makers, the welders and the riggers.
Across the dales of their kinfolk
to my father’s house they came,
he, happy as a harp and tolerant as God,
the Ayr native publican.
Where their lanterns hung outside
and five counties of dialects
swirled around the bar like alphabet soup,
with similarly blue vernacular.
All rutted and grey-faced,
gripping their McCallans
like Harland and Wolff men,
rendering iron-forged tools weightless
when there was no rush to anything
once the light had retreated.
Nary a night would pass
when two by two they didn’t squeeze their battleship frames
through my father’s doorway.
Their voices in cacophony rolled
like atonal tumbleweeds penetrating the mist
along those wet cobblestones,
trapped between rows of weary houses,
peopled by calloused protestant wives,
their virgin daughters bolted in.
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Am I there still,
aye, me thinks, though mostly in sleep.
Still rubbing shoulders with Tullibody men, Kincardine men,
steel framed, sweat dried, tobacco-breath men,
their good cheer rising by the pint,
their hands as wide as your back
when they greeted you.
In my father’s house,
they were crammed in with nary a space between them,
where the pit boss and the union rep
were slandered in equal measure,
when I was a hair’s breadth from manhood,
dreaming of a different future,
painted from a broader palette.
Am I there still,
aye, me thinks, most likely.
When, despite my city clothes,
I walk the dales or I climb the Dumyat,
I remember it all,
especially the whiskey,
ah yes … the whiskey.
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A NEW CANVAS
Michaela Simoni
Every day we wake
and find a blank canvas beside our beds.
We start the work as foot touches the floor.
The painting is always different from the last
yet contains the same obligations, resolutions
done by the same hand as the day before.
Each painting contains thoughts and reactions
to new events and interactions.
A dab of blue, a dab of grey.
Yellow is splashed, a moment of joy.
We cannot see the full pattern.
A smudge of green, a spot of red.
How angry we were when that was said.
Emotions, observations, are caught in paint
that will never be seen.
At bedtime we take the work
turn it, place it against the wall
adding to the expanding pile.
We can pull out one from the stack to glance at.
This one I am making a sandcastle
fighting the tide coming in.
Now I place it carefully back in the pack.
Hopefully, we will wake to a fresh canvas.
This one will be a work of art.
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MAGIC DECK
Matilda Hart
‘There is something in you I like more than yourself. Therefore,
I must destroy you.’ Jacques Lacan

She knew she had become like wallpaper. The kind in the 90s
that made its way into perfectly good lounge-rooms in
Camden and Campbelltown – a strip like a decorative bellyband around the walls of a double brick house. The kind of
wallpaper depicting white geese with yellow beaks wearing
spotted ribbons around their necks. The kind that normal
people would have scraped off and painted the walls a
version of white that made their house infinitely more resellable, just on the ordinariness of it alone.
Jacquie wasn’t as interesting as ducks marching along a
wall. She wasn’t. She knew that. But there was something
out of date about her now. Was it the Belinda Carlisle playlist
in her silver Camry?
Was it the t-shirts she wore that promised cuddles or
inspirational gee-ups, or that outed her delusions about
magic and unicorns and best friends? At 32 it gets hard to
pull that kind of cute off. It moves into kitsch quickly, and if
you’re not able to transition such a t-shirt into irony by
wearing dark eyeliner and heavy boots, well it gets sad
quickly. And it was getting sad.
Jacquie approached Gamezilla on George Street in
Liverpool with her stomach fizzing in anticipation. The aframed blackboard standing like a security guard announced
‘Magic, The Gathering 6pm – late’ and somehow Jacquie
knew that her dragon shirt and low standards might coincide
for some magic of her own. She’d sensed this could be where
she’d find a boyfriend when she’d checked the shop’s
website, saw boys head-bowed at tables, and no female
competition.
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When she spotted him, he was slumped in the corner of
a table. Bright blue eyes and a flannelette jacket. Others had
ponytails and beards, and the room smelled of lapsed
personal standards. It felt like home. Or at least a possible
place she didn’t feel, not at home. Jason looked up from his
cards when she scraped the orange plastic chair back from
the table. He scowled and went back to staring at his orcs.
Maybe he was older than her? His face was puffy and
pale, but a face that was more kind than not, and really, she
thought, she was no oil painting – beggars, choosers and all
that.
Unknotting a handkerchief, her deck was not
unsubstantial but definitely the only all-white deck in the
room, and there was an anxiety as she squared her cards.
Would they go easy on her? Let her win? Ignore her? Should
she play like she knew what she was doing? Or confess she
was just dipping in her toe?
On Jacquie’s 36th birthday, she held a party in her
backyard in Mount Pritchard. She invited nearly everyone
from Gamezilla and her neighbours, some guys she knew
from work, a couple she met at Costco and some “randoms”
that had somehow maintained their presence throughout the
years.
By 9pm, the streetlights were on, the backyard was full
of people smoking and talking shit and outsmarting each
other. Some guy took off his shirt to display his scorpion
tattoo; no one really looked. The guy offered to tattoo some
people – he’d bought a gun and ink from eBay and was keen
to experiment. No takers. Tiki torches burned on, and BBQ
sausages lay brown and cold next to a tip-top bread bag with
only crusts left inside.
It wasn’t like a usual birthday party. No cake. No
candles. And no one knew it was Jacquie’s birthday. Not even
Jason who was standing on the deck leaning on the lattice.
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They all knew they didn’t have to bring anything but booze,
didn’t have to clean up and any excuse for a party is a good
one, especially in Mount Pritchard.
When it started to rain, or the cops were called, the
party squeezed inside. Suddenly the voices outdoors echoed
across cream-coloured floor tiles and it was impossible for
the big boys of the group to find a seat. Before long,
someone suggested going to the bottle shop, and the party
vibe was broken. Jacquie stood in the driveway and watched
them burn off into the night, a string of evil-eyed tail-lights
whizzing up the road.
On Wednesday at Gamezilla, Jacquie was on fire. Her tricoloured deck, flying the flag of freedom – red, white, blue.
Jason was out of sorts, his orcs too slow, the black and green
deck too clumsy for this match. He’d regretted his life choices
as he saw her obliterate his carefully constructed
manoeuvres.
After the game, pink cheeked and bright-eyed, she
struggled into her coat. ‘Hey, Jason, I was wondering if you’d
like to …’
‘I’m married.’
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THE INSOMNIAS OF SUMMER
Dorian Stoilescu
we are going to tear the old newspaper of this world of
insanity,
being placed without knowing in a country of our name,
when under its capital, lost, floating along with our dreams,
a sleeping child for millennia is navigating endlessly through
mazes of mist & ice:
with our rush to pursue and find him, we only misplace
everything
and definitively abandon all as a thief on an ancient
shoreline.
we are the silicon people who leave their clothes in front of
monitors
smelling the beaches’ sand to ride & find our halves,
when seductively over-voluptuous stars shine into large
harems
and the salt on the lovers' underarms dissolves under our
thirst,
we do not feel our bodies anymore and run out of control
to swim into cold oceans and get rid of ourselves.
then we turn hungry, fleeing back towards our homes,
excessively filling our empty sacerdotal treasuries with
goodness,
with too much dedication, ambition, speed, and frustration,
and again we run away, coffee-birds singing out of removed
throats …
oh, we would run, break the streets of these outdated cities
because these trees are bored and crying
of too much light biting the air.
and, turning collapsed cliffs, water is pouring heavily,
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boa constrictors swallowing people and homes,
when of too much growth, we all say to each other
that, indeed, we are departing from ourselves.

Spiral Steps: Mihaela Cristescu - photo taken in an
old Romanian building in Bucharest, autumn 2019.
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IN THE POOL
Denise Newton
Two days. They’d only had two days. Wonderful, luxurious
days, but two instead of the fourteen they’d saved so long
for. In their deluxe stateroom Ruth had exclaimed over the
plush armchairs, the wide bed, and the stylish navy
bathrobes with the ship’s logo on the pockets. It was
wonderful, just as she’d imagined it.
On the third day the Captain announced that passengers
would be confined to their rooms until the fourteen days
were up. All because several people had come down with a
new virus that sounded to Ruth like one of the trendy beers
that their son Alex liked.
‘I suppose we should make the best of it,’ said everpractical Eric when they’d returned to their stateroom. The
space that had seemed expansive, now felt like a cramped
box.
Eric took off his shoes and put on his slippers. ‘May as
well get cosy.’ He sank onto an armchair with a sigh.
Ruth sighed too. It was like home, Eric in his slippers, TV
on, Ruth flipping through glossy magazines. Both of them
silent.
Meals arrived on a tray outside their door.
‘Not bad,’ Eric commented. ‘Cold,’ Ruth said.
After three days of this Ruth wanted to scream. She
woke at midnight and shook Eric.
‘I’m going for a swim,’ she announced.
‘You can’t. You heard the Captain’s orders.’
‘I’m going. There’ll be no one around to see us. You
coming?’ She held out her hand.
Eric hesitated, then with a glint in his eyes he nodded.
‘Why not? Let’s go!’
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They changed into bathers, donned the navy robes, and
tiptoed to the lift. Ruth’s heart banged against her ribs, but
no one was around to see them slinking towards the blue
lozenge of the pool on the top deck.
Eric cast off his robe and dived in, barely making a
splash.
He still looks good in bathers. Ruth smiled to herself.
‘Coming in?’ Eric gave her a playful splash as she slipped
into the water. She floated on her back, marvelling at the
kaleidoscope of the night sky above her.
Eric’s arms slid around her. He kissed her ear and neck.
Ruth worried that he’d recoil from the wrinkly skin there
(almost leathery, she thought, like a lizard) but Eric gave her
a nibble and Ruth’s stomach went all fluttery. She
remembered that sensation. She remembered. She turned in
his arms and they stayed close until Ruth shivered. They
clambered out, wrapped themselves in their robes and began
the trek back to their stateroom.
At a turn in the narrow corridor, Eric put an arm out to
stop her.
‘There’s someone there,’ he hissed. Ruth spotted a
figure, one of the staff.
‘Is he a guard, do you think?’ she whispered.
‘Probably. Making sure no one gets the urge for starlit
swimming.’
They waited until the man had gone before scurrying to
their door, unseen.
‘We made it!’ Ruth was exultant.
Eric took her in his arms.
‘We did. Fifty golden years, darling. Happy anniversary.’
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OPEN ROAD
Danny Draper
Your NRMA magazine March/April 2020
The cover entreats: Road trips to recovery,
How you can help country towns
get back on their feet.
It lay neglected on the kitchen counter
redundant in a time without peers,
Plans promoting kindness usurped
supplanted by pandemic seed.
From the front door to endless west
a longing beckoning perspective,
Down Derby Street to Woodville Road
flicked by less incessant traffic.
Stay home each dire message drums
earnest social contract implores,
Promising post pandemic freedom
uncertain of what that means.
Lock down and social distancing
blessed to be sharing it with you,
Others totally alone in isolation
may be lucky to make it through.
It’s Anzac Day with no parades
minimal dawn services many cancelled,
This year’s attendance is at front fences
some old comrades will not meet again.
The house is open to an autumn breeze
how far it’s travelled one can only guess,
Through homes ‘n’ lungs of absent friends
and touched faces and hands of family.
Rustled new green shoots in burnt forests
lingered as ghosts at empty lookouts,
Over vistas absent of the ways of man
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teaming with life exploring with no fear.
Open roads closed at invisible borders
no individual can recall such a time,
Ancestral days of the Spanish Flu
and death and disruption without war.
Waves crash into deserted beaches
birds breach empty 1914 skies,
Fields sieve time into crop sprung soil
sacred country anointed in silence.
That sky, autumnal sun lipped blue
soft and sensual inviting elopement,
Abide with me in this time of need
mettle of inviolable unison hearts prevail.
The future is our unseen open road
fear its pavement to despair,
Courage courses folks in selfless service
soon again we’ll journey from sacrifice.

SHAPE-SHIFTING
Marie Dustmann
Autumn breeze blowing
A plastic bag prowls the kerb
White cat in disguise.
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THE NEW FRONTIER OF LITERATURE
Nathan Smith
Blue skies bleed into the ocean. A landscape of treacherous
mountains defied by emerging populations of humans. The
island of Chios, home to the Greeks during the first babysteps of civilisation.
All that has happened must be told. So it was that
Homer, the island’s native, shared an oral account of the
Trojan War to eager listeners. Simile and metaphor shape
meaning and mind and those who listen re-tell the tale until
it found its way to Alexandria, where scholars organised the
words for the world’s future. A tale began, never to end.
Ovid sat before the mountain etched horizon of
Sulmona, rolling a stylus between thumb and index finger.
His eyes traced the distant mountains before winding their
way back across the vibrant green farmland carved by clear
streams of water, until he found himself staring at the
untouched wax tablet placed before him.
His eyes wandered over the nearby papyrus script of
Homer’s Iliad. The battles, the mythology, the Gods; it had
captured his mind, as it had for many others over hundreds
of years. Ovid’s blank mind opened up. He placed the stylus
upon the tablet and etched Metamorphoses.
A bleak, grey day greeted London. The city was wrapped
in a mist of rain. Shakespeare sat before the raindrop-flecked
window of his lodgings on Silver Street, watching a candle
flame flicker and dance. The near blank parchment featured
the chicken scratch scrawling of an empty mind. Shakespeare
laid his quill down and reclined with a sigh.
He stood up from his chair and paced the room. With
the Lord Chamberlain’s Men now performing his works
regularly, there was an increased pressure to maintain
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success. To continue to write. The trickiest part was
combining artistic integrity with marketability.
Shakespeare glanced upon his shelf. Books crammed
beside each other, sources of literature, from more recent
works like the poetry of Arthur Brooke, to the classical works
of the ancients. He allowed his fingers to trace the spines of
each novel before, at random, pulling free one. Ovid,
Metamorphoses.
Shakespeare thought back to his education in Stratford
Upon-Avon. Ovid was a necessity. He sat down again and
flicked through, recalling all the various mythological works
he’d studied in his youth. His eyes rested upon the tale of
Pyramus and Thisbe.
Quill in hand, Shakespeare began to write.
The teenager sits before a desk piled with books.
Homer, Ovid, Shakespeare, and the like. The room overlooks
the city, revealing towering buildings of varying sizes that line
the cityscape. The afternoon sun reflected off the surface of
the winding river that ran through Parramatta, offering the
appearance of a thousand simultaneously shimmering
diamonds.
Pen touches paper. A multiplicity of ideas swim through
one’s mind. This tradition is one that connects him with all
prior. One that will connect him with all yet to write. The
hand moves and ink stains shape thoughts.
Every so often, he pauses and reflects. Glances on
labelled novel spines. Consciousness permanently etched
within the world. From Ancient Greece all the way up until
this very moment in Parramatta.
The new frontier of literature.
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TWO-WAY WINDOW
Ana Rose
occasionally they are blue
I’m reminded of sheets ⎯
my mothers
crinkled with kindness
and wrinkles at the edges
rarely are they green
arising so unpredictably ⎯
sunrise
flashing before shifting eyes
accessed only through periphery
mostly they are brown
shaped by attributes
that dictate hue
dirt encrusted hill-tops
ripples across the terrain of mars
footprint tarnished bronze sand
palms painted with ochre clay
today they are burning umber
as the speculum fractures ⎯
and refracts
my attention pulled asunder
I turn back around
brown meets brown
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THE RING
Dannielle Viera
Is anyone else in lockdown with a poltergeist? No? Just us?
I watch the cursor flashing at the end of my Facebook
post for a few seconds, wondering if this is something I
should share with the world. Sighing, I slowly hit the delete
button over and over again until Facebook pops up the
prompt, ‘What’s on your mind, Heather?’
What indeed.
We’ve known about the poltergeist for a while now. It
started with strange footsteps in the night, as if someone was
stalking the hallway and eavesdropping at the doors. The
sound would send my heart into spasms. Who was this
intruder?
Then fear turned to frustration. The doorbell began to
clang its Westminster chimes at odd times throughout the
day. Yanking the door open yet again with an irked jerk, a
description of our invisible trickster formed in my mind.
Juvenile.
Now vital things disappear, only to emerge elsewhere
once their importance has faded. Lights flicker when we are
focused on our electronic devices. The unlocked back door is
stuck shut when I’m desperate to get away from the
bickering children. I have to stamp my foot and shout, ‘Open
the door, Poltergeist’ – eventually the door slides aside
easily.
It’s like living with a naughty child.
That all changed yesterday, when my wedding ring
disappeared. As I took it off before my shower, it slipped
from my fingers and bounced across the carpet. I looked for
the tell-tale twinkle in the lamplight, but the shagpile stared
back sombrely. Thinking nothing of it, I hopped under the hot
water and washed my cares away.
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But in the crisp light of morning, the ring was nowhere
to be seen. Even a shrill ‘Bring it back, Poltergeist’ did not
reveal its whereabouts. I raked my hand across the floor,
dragging dust into the anxious air. Sneezing, I turned my
attention to the shoes scattered like lost sheep in front of the
wardrobe. After shaking each one, I herded them back into
their wardrobe home.
My husband poked his head through the doorway. ‘Still
no ring?’ The tears in my eyes told him all he needed to
know. ‘Perhaps it rolled under the bed,’ he gently suggested.
Together, we heaved the mattress upright. Between the
bed slats, I caught sight of grimy white stripes – a bounty of
long forgotten boxes. Pulling out the first one and tossing
aside the lid, my husband laughed. ‘I can’t believe that we
own a Milli Vanilli CD. What were we thinking?’ Winking, I
replied, ‘Perhaps we can “Blame It on the Rain” …’
Bounding into the room like exuberant kangaroos, my
children spied the pile of dusky fluff beneath the bed and
screwed up their faces. ‘I’ll get the vacuum,’ the older one
declared, while the younger one decided to dig up the
duster.
The four of us worked like a well-oiled machine, clearing
and cleaning, chattering and chuckling. A few hours later, the
spotless boxes were back where they belonged, and the
mattress was dropped into place. But there was still no ring.
However, as I sat on the bed, my heart was not heavy. I
was still flying high on the fun of the day. Being in the
moment – enjoying the company of the ones I adore – was
more precious to me than anything else in the world. ‘I don’t
need a wedding ring to prove that I have love in my life,’ I
whispered. ‘I just need my family.’
Suddenly, my eyes were drawn to a glitter at the foot of
the wardrobe … right where my shoes had been. I smiled.
‘Thank you, Poltergeist.’
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As I stare at the computer screen, a new image of the
spirit that inhabits my home shuffles into my mind. I see a
kindly old lady who is keen to create connection within her
extended family …
Ding, dong.
… albeit a woman with a wicked sense of humour.

DROOPING ROSE
Alison Miller
She wilts
in the summer heat
like a drooping rose.
Worn out.
Dad’s love
fills the air.
‘We manage
one day at a time,’
he sighs,
‘she’s my only love.
I don’t think about
the future without her.’
But alone,
I do.
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Bi@19
Peter Cartwright
The air around him was welcoming,
his words like quiet music
pulled me in, relaxed me, hugged me.
He claimed my eyes with his own,
wouldn’t let them go, I’m sure he wasn’t even aware
but I couldn’t look away from his bright green eyes
that were shadowed with concern.
Lights slowly moved in them, reaching out
unconsciously, more attractive
than I think I had ever noticed before.
His shoulders were slight,
easily contained in his shirt.
I wanted to hold them with
my skinny arms and maybe never let go.
I just stood there, transfixed.
My eyes detached from his,
cruised down his body slyly,
his flat chest and gut were hidden under
his loose shirt that was tucked into his jeans.
I didn’t think,
Oh my god! What if he notices?
Until later.
The shape of the front
of his jeans made me see his
helmeted cock as a koala’s nose.
Am I gay? I have a girlfriend!
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My groin tingled perfectly, ached a little.
I imagined momentarily his tiny white arse
naked and I’m unashamed, just conflicted,
as I thought about what I wanted
to do in that moment.
I couldn’t go there, couldn’t get torn
one side from another.
Would he hate me if he knew?
Would he love me? Want me
like I’m wanting him right now?
‘I have to go,’ I stammered, saying nothing else.
She was in the street where we said we’d meet,
with one foot up on the wall behind her.
Her thigh was a perfect torpedo.
Her face lit up when she saw me
and I didn’t think, Oh my god! What if she finds out?
She walked toward me, her black hair shining.
I noticed the gap between her thighs.
She hugged me and kissed me deeply.
She smelt of apples and my cock responded.
The conflict in my balls subsided,
at least for now.
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COLOUR THE CRESCENT
Raqiya Ahmed
The cheese has been grated
Skin and flesh grinded
Up and down; down and up
Against a shrill blade
Peeled pieces fall like dead skin cells
Invisible to the naked eye
In the presence of light.
Less than half a circle forms
By the grace of night
The carved circle takes shape
Like a crescent, a banana, a pirate’s hook
You’re confused about its colour so you ask:
Did the oven heat melt you?
Into a stretchy, stringy, succulent Margherita pizza
Or perhaps the milk of bored cows produced you
Injected the ink that dyed you pale and pure
Or is it the blanket of aluminium foil
That wraps you warm at night
In the fridge where you feel winter’s wrath
Your joints and bones aching
Do you need some Vicks VapoRub?
O cheese that shines some nights yellow; others silver
And rarely red or white
Tell me when I look at you tonight,
The truth of your identity
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When you formed 4.6 billion years ago
To now
What is the colour of your complexion?
What is your race?

THE STILL POINT
Louise Loomes
Now, I don’t know if I’m a terribly good teacher. I rather
suspect I’m not. But I am a caring teacher. I take time to get
to know them, to understand what makes them happy or
inspired or scared. In many ways, I feel terribly maternal.
While they are in my class, I am fiercely protective of them. I
want them to understand the great wonders of living, the
great beauties, the places where we can go to find hope and
advice or guidance, ‘Let us go then, you and I…’ into the
world of story to lose ourselves and be found.
‘Miss! Miss!’
Only a hand up in a dreadful emergency, Christopher.
Anyone who has taught young children knows two
things: They carry a truth, a way of seeing, that is disarming
and has the power to bring us to places our adult lives dare
not venture – young people are a kind of literature we can no
longer read. The second is, the literature of the young can be
inconvenient and frequently impolite.
What would Eliot do?
‘Look at Lucy, Miss!’
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Lucy who writes beautifully about loving her family and the
cold of Russia in winter. Little Lucy whose hair now covered
her still face and whose body looked in peril of falling.
Something was terribly, terribly wrong.
There are moments in our life which collide. Eliot taught
us that, ‘In the beginning is our end…’ From Eliot it was a
startling insight. How brilliant! How poetic! The words flow
like music. But Eliot wanted us to know, to really understand
that point of collision and it took Lucy in my arms, a child and
her inconvenient, impolite moment to bring me truth, to help
me towards the literature of life.
I cradled her head. I couldn’t find breath. There was
whiteness; there was absence. I found myself at the still
point of a turning world; a spinning world, a whirling, chaotic
world in which loss spun and spat at the heart. In that still
point there was no dance, no rapture, no joy. At the still
point time sat in leisured cruelty. In that still point the world
was my arms that held the lost child.
At the still point every moment of every possibility
played out; what might have been and what has been point
to one end, which is always present. Stories brought us to
humility and gratitude but Lucy had brought me to the everpresent potentialities of all my life, all my lives.
It is my fault or Eliot’s perhaps who needed to be
understood in the experience of life and loss.
How would the perpetuity of my guilt and horror at
having a child match a mother’s grief? How could she know
the horror of her child’s face in the cradle of my arm – the
child’s face I would see in everything; in waking I would find
her over and over in my arms; I’d be calling her back, Lucy,
Lucy, but the children’s voices … quick now, here now,
always.
They had lost Lucy, but I had held all moments.
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Woolf knew it, the moment is composed of a sense that the
legs of the chair are sinking through the centre of the earth.
The moment that is everything. How Clarissa knew it, but
only in retrospect, that the moment of love and loss had
been. And that was the gift, the magic of literature – so that I
would know the moment, even if it was solitary, I would
know the still point as the chair legs dragged me to the
centre of the earth, I would recognise it in all its horror and
fury and expose myself fully to it.
To live. To have fully lived.
Lucy in my arms. At the centre of all things there was me
and this still child. At the centre of all things were all things
that had been and would be and could be. The horror, the
horror, but the glorious beauty of it all! Not dance. Not
speech. Not hope or wonder. Only the drowning love of
everything. To be freed of one moment to exist in them all.
But being a teacher is not all books and wonder. There is
a certain amount of utility, a call to duty, perhaps. I had dealt
with broken arms and split heads. So soft but yes, a tiny beat
under the pale sheet that had enshrouded her face.
Lucy’s father; tall and bearded and stoic. ‘Okay then?’
No. No-one is okay! We have traversed the full breadth
of human existence and none of us is the same – no-one is
okay.
He took her home after a cursory pat on her shoulder.
But the world had changed and he hadn’t seen it. He had
walked into a new place, a new moment, but the literature
was not his.
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LAST BREATH
Arna Radovich
Not knowing what else to do
I read your poems to a dying friend
Her eyes are closed to the world now
her breaths slow, but I sense her listen
to your words and what they summon
The call of the scarlet mistletoe bird
the song of the katydid crickets
the barking of owls
the whole symphony of her youth
so far from this hospice bed.
I hear her hoot with joy as she
leaps from your wide muddy banks
freestyles your rivers and streams
I see her drift on her back in
translucent billabongs rimmed by reeds
face turned towards the sun.
Lost in the sweet respite of your poetry
consoled by the language of
woodland, wetland and sea
her ancient heartland sings.
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SALMON SUNSET
Sandra Borri

Impressionist watercolour painting of a spectacular pink
sunset reflecting on a lake in front of a mountain range.
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THREE FLOWERS: Marina Robins

Self indulgent, I just wanted to do abstract flowers in
watercolour till I got them to look like what I wanted.
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LADYBUG : Erin Macnaught

Graphite on paper
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Bicycles: Carol Amos – Fellows’ Only

EDOUARD LOUIS
May Ngo
I’ve been thinking all week about how to express this, how I
felt after a talk by author Edouard Louis at a bookshop. To
explain why I live for moments like these, why it made me
feel so alive. The words don’t come out nicely, so I’m just
going to list them here:
Because he writes about class and sexuality.
Because he is only 23 years old, meaning poverty and
back-breaking economic conditions are happening in France
now, not 50 years ago.
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Because it is not just his pain, but the pain of his whole
family, his whole village, passing on from generation to
generation.
Because not everyone in France is drinking champagne
in cafes, living the good life that we are now supposedly
trying to protect with restricted freedoms, racial profiling,
and tightening citizenship laws.
Because these are the people who will vote for the farright National Front, because they see it as their only hope,
because they believe neo-fascists are the only ones
acknowledging their suffering.
Because I grew up watching my parents’ bodies buckle
and break under hard physical labour in order to live the
“Australian dream”.
Because it reminds me of my own childhood in Fairfield
when I didn’t have a dollar to buy a sausage sizzle at the
school’s fete.
Because my sister is a primary school teacher here,
whose children come to kindergarten without lunch, clean
clothes and barely know how to hold a pencil.
Because someone asked him what he was committed to,
and he said that he was committed to knowing suffering.
Because it’s not just about documenting or witnessing
sorrow and misery, but even more importantly because it is
political to say ‘look at this,’ look at what we, most especially
the Left in their rhetoric, would rather ignore.
Because class matters. Because it structures how we
love, fuck, work, make art and experience life.
Because he said that writing for him is inherently
political.
Because it is rare, exceptional, and nearly a miracle to
hear someone articulate these things in the literature world.
Because I know what it costs for him to be able to do so,
to be able to fashion a deep cry into words for others to
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consume. Because what some people take for granted
(writing, the arts), others have to fight for.
Edouard Louis’ books are “En finir avec Eddy Bellegeule” and
« Histoire de la violence »

RATS
Christopher Sammut
It’s Max’s week to drive to work. We take turns to save
money. Today, Friday afternoon, he has nothing better to do,
parks out front and invites himself inside. He’s 23, ten years
younger than me, but my reluctance to socialise feels like I’m
hiding something.
So we sit on my back deck, watch the horizon of houses
and tiled roofs rise and fall. It’s the first time the sun had
appeared this week, but a tide of dense, dark blue-grey cloud
rolls in.
Yesterday, Amanda said she was going away this
weekend. A snap decision with Claudia from work, who she
insists I’d met before. She puts on makeup, a new dress and
spends ages blow-drying her hair. Seems over the top, but I
don't say anything. Not with guests around.
She comes outside to feed Orlando, our Jack Russell
Terrier. Orlando caught two rats this week. Tuesday, I found
a body in the long grass of the backyard; big, grey and waterlogged. This morning, through the kitchen window, I watched
Orlando bounce on his back legs, barking at the bottle brush.
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Then a rat was in his mouth, and he threw it about the yard
like a toy, squealing and hissing for its life. I had to whack it
twice with a shovel.
I ask Amanda to bring us some carrot cake on her way
back inside. I mean it like a compliment, to say what she
bought from Coles was delicious, but she just glares, and Max
and I stop talking. She delivers the cake on paper plates like
it's a kids’ party.
‘You look nice,’ says Max. ‘Where are you off to this
weekend?’ His voice becomes quieter, more pleasant when
he speaks to her. His t-shirt is off, overalls open, chest and
abs exposed to the sun. I hadn't mowed the lawn for a while.
Twigs from gum trees that tower above our house poke out
of the gutters.
‘Kiama,’ Amanda says. ‘My friend has a holiday home
down there.’
‘I like Kiama. We haven't been away in a while babe,’ I
say. Amanda raises her eyebrows. She goes inside, grabs her
bag, opens the glass door, and offers a grudging goodbye.
‘Drive safe babe. Give me a call when you get there,’ I
say. The door slams shut. Max and I sit in silence on white
plastic chairs, eating carrot cake on white paper plates. I
assume he wants a beer, a coffee at least.
‘Want a cup of tea or water?’ I offer.
That night, the rain buckets down, and wind moans
through power lines and trees like an air-raid. A rat scratches
inside the roof. I picture its head in the dark above me. I
imagine rats swarming under the house, into the ceiling
looking for refuge. I bang the wall, and the scratching stops
for a minute.
Outside, the garage starts flooding at the bottom of our
driveway. I lift the plastic drain guard running across the
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entrance. I scoop out piles of mud and leaves that have
washed down during the week, and water rushes down the
drain with a thirsty groan. In the garage, I remove my
drenched shirt, grab a box of rat-bait and a torch. I climb the
ladder, poke my head inside the man-hole. The instructions
say to place the baits close to where the rats enter the
ceiling. I have a rough idea where that is, the other side, near
the backyard. I try my luck from here anyway, throw a bag of
rat-bait into the darkness. It hits an exposed beam and drops
in the middle. I swear in resignation, lift myself into the roof
cavity to place them better.
The rain is loud and echoes inside the blackness. It
doesn’t feel like my house anymore. I hunch, stretching arms
and legs beam to beam, torch in hand, concerned about
crossing some hostile rodent army. I needn’t have worried.
Above the lounge room, I flick the throw-bag closer to the
wall. I over-balance, slip off the beam and crash through the
ceiling.
I curl up winded on the floorboards, between the coffee
table and TV cabinet, roll onto my back, and wait for the
pain. Insulation and gyprock erupt from the ceiling in my
wake: white dust and the sparkle of fibreglass twirl in the
lights.
There’s a dull ache in my right shoulder. My foot hit the
coffee table and throbs, slowly turning purple and black and
starts to swell—Orlando yelps and scratches at the back
door. I clean gyprock off the floor, vacuum, dust, have a
shower and lie on the lounge. I’m used to this arrangement,
but tonight I can’t sleep. Rain hammers the roof, and the
sound amplifies through the hole in the ceiling like a church.
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Morning Commute Contemplation
Angela-Ana Pavlovic

A moment of self-reflection amongst the
chaos of 40 minutes past 8 in the morning
at Parramatta Train Station.
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KING OF KINGS
Shobna Arumugam
‘What creature walks on four legs in the morning, two legs at
noon, and three in the evening?’ (Sophocles, Oedipus the King)
Part I. Morning
Scuff… scuff… shuffle… shuffle…
(*sharp inhale)
Beat.
‘George, George… Come quick! I think he’s going to do
it!’
The morning light bathed the modest living room in a
glow of promise, as a wide-eyed and rosy cheeked little babe
of no more than 4 months set out in earnest. The destination
– unclear, but it didn’t stop him crawling.
Inch by inch he trekked across the matted carpet like a
weary sojourner searching, constantly searching. Bing Crosby
crooned softly in the background as he charted his way over
to the room’s most prized possession, Grandma’s cedar
bookcase, a tongue poking cheekily out of his mouth.
Scuff… scuff…
shuffle… shuffle.
Closer and closer. Until he sat staring up at the family
heirloom. The sun bounced off the ornate cornices and
patina brass knobs, pleasantly entrancing the small child.
Inch by inch, he hauled himself higher, closer and closer to
the twinkling toy.
Standing tall and proud he firmly grasped his prize.
A smile spreading from the creases of his eyes.
Till his soft legs gave way …
and he fell.
Part II. Noon
Scuff… scuff… shuffle… shuffle… (*sharp inhale). Beat.
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The crunch of his dirt-encased boots could not be
silenced. With each stride he came closer to the enemy – or
so he thought. The thick jungle bore down upon him like a
boa-constrictor suffocating life out of its prey. But he had
come too far, to turn back now … The faint echo of C-123
Provider aircrafts flew overhead, blanketing the sky in a haze.
Soldiering forward, he continued to cut through the dense
undergrowth as the heat tattooed skids of sweat into his
crusty face.
Two vast and trunkless legs of stone. Solid and steady,
they carried the weight of the world. A world that did its best
to knock him down and yet he soldiered on tall and proud. A
man of his word, he vowed to leave no man behind.
Part III. Evening
Scuff… scuff… (*sharp inhale) Beat.
Some would call it a lull, a brief interruption, but it
seemed to stretch beyond the accepted realm of time.
Furrowed brows etched a visage of permanent desperation,
as a lone tear clung to his crestfallen eyes.
His warped skin lay mottled-yellow with protruding
veins and sagging wrinkles, the indelible skid-marks of life.
Orange-scented disinfectant sterilised the air, assaulting his
nostrils and fogging his memory. A nurse on evening rounds,
offered him a sad, but sweet smile. (*averted eyes)
Black, White, Black, White … an endless chessboard
stretched beneath him; however this was not a game where
mind would win over matter. He winced with all his might,
willing one foot in front of the other, like a mother cajoling
her baby towards her. But nothing happened.
He stared down at his defunct appendages, like
shattered relics of the Industrial age, he had fallen into
disrepair. No longer a machine of use.
A soldier, a husband, a father ... no more
cont.
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Beat.
…………………………………………………………………shuffle.
Beat. …………………………..shuffle.
Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Eroded by time.
Fragile with years, a zimmer-frame scraping
the checked, linoleum floor.
A King of Kings … no more.

Steps at La Perouse: C.A. Broadribb
An old wooden staircase leading from the
rocky island to the boardwalk.
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SANCTUARY
Neil Collis
That little space made me feel like I was somewhere else.
Somewhere quiet, away from the noise, away from them. A
peaceful place to be, a dark world at the bottom of my
closet, where the darkness was my friend, away from the
raging blinding light of hostility.
When the trouble first started I looked for an escape, so
I created a sanctuary in my closet. I organised blankets on the
floor, one for me and one for our cat Ralph, who didn't like
the noise either. I had a pillow, a torch, my transistor radio
and my books. That space became my retreat from ugly
reality, a shadowland where my imagination ran free, where I
read truths by torchlight and heard ideas on the radio that
grew my soul, while down the hall in the glare two souls
were destroying each other.
In my favourite photo from my childhood the three of us
are crowded into a photo booth, all trying to get in the
frame. In the struggle the flash went off, leaving faces at
different angles and expressions in strange juxtaposition,
blending into one another. No goofy smiles, no hamming it
up, no posing at all. Just straining for space. That photo was
taken on our first holiday, which was to become our only
holiday. They believed in each other, in the future, and in me.
They were young and idealistic, they had met as free spirits,
making free love, or so they thought. Someone would have
to pay.
After supper he would sit in his favourite falling-apart
armchair, playing his videos, smoking his water-pipe until
time for bed. Then in the morning go to work, come home for
supper, then head for his armchair. After supper she would
sit at the kitchen table with her wine and cigarettes.
Sometimes she'd play loud music, sing, and dance around the
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house half naked. Sometimes just sit talking to herself. He
would ignore it all. Sometimes she demanded a reaction, and
when he didn't give it, or when he did, the trouble began.
They both had their complaints. In the mornings getting
ready for work he would stomp around, slam doors and rant:
‘You call this living? Is this what I was born for? This isn't
living, it's living death.’ She'd be in bed groaning, ‘Here we go
again’ or ‘Why don't you quit?’ or just plain ‘Shut the fuck
up!’ Coming home from work he'd say, ‘There's another day
of my life down the drain,’ which was her cue to say, ‘At least
you've got something to do.’ But why did she have to start
trouble that night? We had been through a trouble-free
period, an uneasy peace in place.
But it was like living with a time bomb, you could feel
the ticking. It was a hot day, she'd been drinking wine all
afternoon in her underwear, and didn't plan on cooking.
When he walked in the door she said, ‘How was your day
down the drain, darling?’ He summed up the situation,
picked up his keys and said, ‘I'm going to get some burgers.’
He was eating, watching Danger Man when she began.
‘What are you watching that crap for? You're not a danger
man, you're a … you're an un-danger man. And you're boring
me shitless.’ He swallowed and looked her in the eye. ‘I wish I
was a bored housewife, you don't know how lucky you are!
Eat your burger you lazy bitch, and don't talk with your
mouth full.’
I took my food and took to the closet. The trouble
continued, but unusually, it didn't last long. In the silence I
waited and listened, and soon heard steps coming down the
hall. My door opened, the light went on, and steps
approached the closet. He stood in silhouette, staring. They
didn't know about my secret space. ‘What are you … ? Stay
there, don't come out.’ He left, turning off the light and
closing the door. What was I supposed to do now? Don't
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come out? For how long? I started to doze off, when there
was a loud bang. Then came the doorbell, ringing over and
over. I sat there until it stopped. I had to move.
I took one look and knew I was on my own now. So this
was death. I'd heard of it. And that was life, I knew
something about that, a lot more complicated than death it
seemed. What a waste. These two had lost their imagination
in the swamp of someone else's expectations and been
bored to death. The idiots. Did they forget I existed? The
doorbell started ringing again and I heard sirens getting
louder. Ralph rubbed against my legs. I picked him up, and
we returned to our sanctuary.

BEHIND THE VEIL
Jo Mularczyk
‘Ok you’ve purchased the full reveal package. The whole
truth and nothing but the truth. Are you sure you’re ready?
Some people find it overwhelming. It’s not too late to back
out …’ The woman’s voice struck an unsettling tone between
welcome and warning.
‘Enough Jill. Geez you act like she’s signing her soul
away. She’s just going to hear a few secrets, peek behind the
veil. Of course she’s ready. Come on love.’ He placed an
insistent hand on my back and led me through a stone door
labelled, “Enchanted Garden”. I couldn’t resist a quick glance
behind me. I’d been looking forward to this for ages but Jill’s
worried face was taking the edge off my excitement.
‘So, I’m Jack in case you hadn’t guessed and here’s the
first big reveal – I cannot stand Jill. I’m talking intense, bonePage | 45

deep hatred. I’ve never forgiven her for that fall. You know
she left me to run home alone? And all that earned me was a
head wrapped in brown paper! I couldn’t escape the smell of
vinegar for a month.’ The venom in his voice shocked me but
also gave me an insidious little chill of excitement – the buzz
of knowing something others didn’t.
‘Wow, I had no idea,’ I said with wonder.
‘Well of course not, that’s all part of the gig. Plausibility.
I really inhabit each of my personas. I need to make people
believe.’
‘Personas?’ I asked.
‘Sure. You didn’t really think there were that many Jacks
did you? They don’t call me nimble and quick for nothing.’ He
winked as he jumped theatrically. ‘I leap candlesticks in a
single bound and climb beanstalks without a safety net. My
other aliases include Sprat and Horner.’
My mind was racing with this new information.
‘What about all the Marys?’ I asked.
‘All the one talented actress,’ he laughed sardonically.
‘Actually her real name’s Marcella, but it’s not very rhymefriendly you understand.’
We had been walking while we talked but I paused as I
heard a sudden burst of garbled chatter from a bushy
outcrop on the left.
‘Keep walking love. You don’t want to loiter around
here.’
‘What is it?’ I asked.
‘Pickled Pepper Grove. A guy named Peter has been
harvesting a crop there for as long as I can remember. But it
all went to hell when Simon wandered in. He’s a right
bastard. Compels everyone to do whatever he says. Peter’s a
raving lunatic now, trying to solve some riddle about pecks.
And I’ll tell you something else,’ Jack spoke in a conspiratorial
tone as he leaned closer. ‘Nobody’s seen Pete’s wife for years
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and rumour has it he has an enormous pumpkin stashed
down the back of the grove.’
Jack slipped seamlessly into a gleeful commentary about
Wolf’s gender reassignment as we continued walking. We
turned a bend and a large stone building loomed before us,
casting otherworldly shadows on the cobblestone path.
‘Enchanted Lockup,’ Jack offered in response to my
questioning look. ‘Full of deviants. Goldilocks is serving time
for break and enter. Bo-Peep for sheep rustling. Boy Blue for
vagrancy. Woodcutter for child neglect and …’
‘Ok I get the idea,’ I interrupted. The exhilaration I had
felt earlier was fast souring. I hadn’t imagined this seedy
underbelly.
‘But the worst of them all,’ Jack continued undeterred,
‘Is the Baker.’
‘What did he do?’ I whispered.
‘Laced Miss Muffet’s curds and whey with hallucinogens,
baked blackbirds in a pie, and …’
‘Stop I’ve heard enough!’ I cried in despair.
Jack sighed, ‘You all want to know but then you can’t
handle the knowing.’ He reached into his satchel and
withdrew a cupcake.
‘Just before they locked up the Baker, I had him whip me
up a batch of these. One bite and you’ll wake up with no
memory of your little visit. But first I’ve got a doozy to tell
you about Santa Claus …’
I reached for the cake and took a huge mouthful.
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A DAY THAT SPARKLED AND SHONE IN MY MEMORY
Lisel Herrmann
Which day was it, that was so memorable I cannot forget it?
I can’t think of just one special day, rather it’s a whole three
years of my childhood, between 1945 and 1947.
We had come to live in a tiny mountain village in
Austria. The war had just ended. The occupying Russian army
had somehow beaten the American forces over the
mountains into our region. A small detachment set up camp
in our yard.
This presented real fears for my grandparents who were
with us. As citizens of Latvia, newly annexed into the greater
Russian Soviet Republic, they could expect reprisals,
deportation and even execution if this were known.
Nevertheless, to put food on the table, grandmother
advertised that she was a dressmaker, and soon our home
was inundated with Russian soldiers bringing orders,
predominantly French riding trousers, which seemed
especially desirable. Sewing machine, cottons and needles
soon appeared on our doorstep. As grandmother had
nothing, everything was requisitioned from somewhere by
the Russian army; she did not ask from whence it came.
For a time, the Russian army tailor set up his machine in
our kitchen next to that of our grandmother. It must have
been disconcerting and made for many uneasy moments.
The soldiers however were friendly and kind to us children;
they played with us and brought us sweets from their army
stores.
One day, some months after the end of the war, the
soldiers packed up and left our yard. For days we watched
the departing Russian army snaking its way up the valley in
trucks and lorries towards the east and Vienna. Later we saw
the many ox-drawn carts and farm wagons following the
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same route with displaced people from Hungary and
Slovenia. But at that time, I did not understand their
significance.
We were blissfully unaware of the worries the grownups around us had. We children lived in a happy, carefree
world, surrounded by a loving family. We roamed the
meadows, went on walks with our grandfather, who whittled
wonderful walking sticks and the best whistles, and never
tired of drawing for us, mainly his beloved sailing boats.
We collected acorns for our grandmother, who roasted
them up for her ersatz coffee. We went into the woods with
our mother for mushrooms and berries, and spent winters
making snowmen and learning how to ski.
Best of all were the times in the evenings when our
mother sat with us in front of the fire. She would open the
stove door, so that we could see into the flames, the glow
would illuminate our faces, and she would sing with us or tell
us stories of when she was a little girl growing up.
For me it was an idyllic time, a time, which, despite the
hardships, did not affect me and left me with wonderful
lasting memories.

WITCH SLIVER
Nicole Lenoir-Jourdan
The trees line the road, naked beggars with branches
outstretched, awaiting a snippet of green and a lick of gold
sprinkled from a darkening sky. The roots are covered in
moss, pale olive, with white spiky grasses that lap at the base
of the tree. A dry-stone wall squats in a semi-circle, from
days long gone. Stones once stacked neatly, show the
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creeping of moss and lichen hiding a rough surface under a
soft exterior. The twists and turns of nature magnify in every
decrepit branch of every tree. Those naked branches reach
out to God whilst the perky rhododendrons sit resplendent,
confident, and covered in a glossy green.
She hears the faint crackle of the fire behind the dark
grey painted weatherboard walls. Outside a solitary bird
stutters over his lyrics. The mountain breeze blows through
the dry leaves that crackle as they dash across the dark tar.
The afternoon sun dapples through the trees casting
shadows on the mossy site where the witch assembles.
Wrapping her long fingers around the handle of the
broomstick, she feels the wood, smooth and warm. She hoiks
her left leg striped in a flying stocking, with red and yellow
bands, over the broomstick. Flying is a cold recreation. Cold
yet exhilarating. The stockings keep her warm. She positions
herself over the broom bristles, fine silken fibres, angel
made, duck-down soft yet strong. In the air the fibres form a
pillow of marshmallow.
Eitiltar Eitltar she whispers. The broomstick lifts from
the mossy ground. Ara r ar. Higher it goes. Soon she’s above
the trees, above the telegraph lines. Night falls quickly and
heavily; an axe to the day; an end to the honest light. The air
is moist, icy, almost. A flurry of snow falls dampening her
hair. Her face is flushed; her cheeks two apples. The wind is
in her face. Pure exhilaration. Only a witch knows the feeling
she thinks. The feeling of riding, unclothed in steel or
feathers and cutting through the air, the wind at your back.
She leans towards the broom handle and it takes off.
Her long red hair streaks behind her. All is quiet. All is calm.
The birds are in their nests. The bats have yet to appear. A
fingernail moon cloaks her further. These are the conditions
she loves, she thinks as she looks down on the colour bond
rooves peppered with rhododendrons and pines washing in
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like a wave slowly as the landscape turns into a valley of
eucalypts.
An eerie stillness dampens the air as a thundering noise
travels across to the valley. The trucks on the highway are
flooring it to their destination. Their radar trappers turned on
to let them know when they can break the speed limit. We’re
all law breakers she thinks.
Albarhalh she commands. The wind comes in an icy blast
and whips her to the escarpment. Acres of valleys and trees
smile up at her. Her playground. She jumps up and lands left
foot on the handle, right on the angel hair and rides it like a
surfboard, crouching low. Her weight is on her front foot
forcing the handle down. The broomstick rushes towards the
valley until she puts her weight on the back foot and her toy
straightens out. She stretches her hands behind her to touch
the tips of the trees as she speeds past. Her cackle echoes
through the valley like a kookaburra.
This is pure adrenaline and joy. She rises back upwards
high in the sky and calls the wind again. To hell with the
balance. She is no warlock, balancing with an ochslemetre
and other instruments. Let them balance my wind with their
sea magic. She rides down into the trees again at such a pace
her front foot slips slightly taking the broom off in a direction
towards a rocky cliff. It looms in front of her. She slams all
her weight on the back of the broomstick and straightens up
inches from the rock; its cold sandstone face unmoved by her
skill. She’s going up now. A ledge appears above her but she’s
queen of the stick. She lifts her front foot off the broomstick
and avoids the ledge as she travels upside down hanging on
with her hands until she comes to open space again.
Night sticking. It’s the best way to clear your head. Not
one of her sisters can ride like her, yet she can’t travel by
flame, nor slip through caves. She is of the wind. Her sisters
of earth and of fire. The balance rests in their relationship.
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WHOEVER’S COUNTING HAS TO BE LOUD
C.A. Broadribb
‘Whoever’s counting has to be loud,’ a woman in a white
dress says.
You stare at her, perplexed. She’s watching three young
girls standing in the mall, several metres apart. They’re
wearing crop tops and leggings and have their hair tied in
ponytails.
‘Shall I count, Emma?’ the nearest girl says.
‘Just count the start,’ the woman says.
‘One… two… three… four… five… six… seven… eight.’
She and the other two girls start tap dancing, and you
realise that they’re wearing special shoes. The sound seems
to echo overly loudly on the paving. People walking through
the mall stop to watch, so a small crowd soon forms. The
tapping becomes louder and louder as the dance continues.
‘Whoever’s counting has to be loud,’ Emma repeats, in
the same monotonous tone of voice as before.
Several middle-aged people in garish multi-coloured
shirts get up from benches at the side of the mall.
‘One… two… three… four… five… six… seven… eight!’
one of them shouts.
They all start dancing, enthusiastically flinging their
flabby arms around and wriggling their fat bellies, even
though there’s no music. The colours of their shirts seem to
become brighter as you watch, blurring together in a multicoloured haze.
You try to walk away, towards the street, but somehow
you can’t move. You feel transfixed by the scene, and can’t
even look away.
‘Whoever’s counting has to be loud,’ Emma repeats, still
standing in the same position, with the same blank
expression on her face, watching her girls.
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‘Why do you keep saying that? What’s going on?’ you
ask, but she ignores you, as does everyone else.
A group of teenage boys shuffle forward from the edge
of the crowd. They’re all dressed scruffily and carrying iPods.
‘One… two… three… four… five… six… seven… eight,’ one
of them mutters.
They all press buttons on their devices simultaneously,
however, each one plays a different type of music: dramatic,
pounding piano notes of classical music; lively saxophone
sounds of instrumental jazz; peculiar electronic bleeps of
techno; and senseless drumming and shouting of heavy
metal. It’s the most discordant musical experience you’ve
ever had. The girls continue tapping and the middle-aged
people continue dancing wildly, out of time with any of the
music. The crowd watches with interest.
‘Whoever’s counting has to be loud,’ Emma says, her
voice somehow cutting through the cacophony.
‘It is loud! It’s too loud! Stop this!’ you yell, but again
she, and everyone else, ignores you.
‘One… two… three… four… five… six… seven… eight!’ a
young man standing nearby shouts.
He and a few other young men begin yodelling,
performing what you recognise as a traditional Austrian tune.
The rapid, repeated changes in pitch clash badly with the tap
dancing and the different styles of music. It’s all giving you a
headache. You really want to leave, but your feet just won’t
respond.
‘Whoever’s counting has to be loud,’ Emma says,
somehow still clearly audible above the racket.
‘One… two… three… four… five… six… seven… eight,’
someone says in a disapproving tone behind you.
You manage to turn to see a large, plump, frowning
woman standing with two of her large, plump, frowning
friends.
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‘What a waste of time,’ she says. ‘You’d think the
council could hire someone better than these amateurs.
None of those dancers has any sense of rhythm at all.’
‘Why are those children dressed like prostitutes?’ one of
her friends says. ‘It’s disgusting. What happened to modesty
and decency?’
‘This area’s gone to the dogs. Too many Housing
Commission properties,’ the third woman says.
They continue to bitch about the people, music and
dancing. It feels like their voices are piercing right through
your head.
‘Shut up! Everyone shut up!’ you shout futilely.
‘Whoever’s counting has to be loud,’ Emma says.
A young boy beside you opens his mouth to speak, but
you interrupt him.
‘Eight… seven… six… five… four… three… two… one!’
you shout in a flash of inspiration.
Everyone stares at you, perplexed. The plump frowning
women gradually go quiet. The young men cease yodelling
and walk off, looking embarrassed. The teenage boys turn off
their iPods and slouch away towards Westfield. The colourful
middle-aged people give up and sit down on benches again,
wiping their faces. Finally, the young girls stop tap dancing.
The crowd disperses. Emma gathers the girls and leaves,
without even looking at you.
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THE PERFECT CANDIDATE
Smaranda Kafka
‘Be careful. You are the perfect candidate for Coronavirus,’
said my darling oncologist. They were told at the university to
be frank with people. So, he is. I looked at him and smiled.
‘Well in this case, I must be happy.’
I could have guessed what he was thinking – another
fruit loop lady! But he’s feeling better. What was to be said
has been said.
‘Look madam, some booklets related to cancer patients
during this pandemic. I advise you to read them carefully.’
Got home nicely. I have a good chauffeur now. My
husband. Not a happy one, a grumpy old man, but still a
lovely man. At least he’s trying. He has to learn a lot these
days. Firstly, how to turn on my washing machine. Making
good progress though.
Here we are. Home, sweet home. Same pattern. Swap
shoes, wash hands. Drink water. All good.
In whatever hospital or clinic I’ve been, I’ve had to
answer a lot of questions. At this big Sydney Hospital, people
are very serious. At the Blue Mountains Hospital, my beloved
Lithgow people were different. I remember one night when I
went to the emergency. At the Reception, a fat and healthy
lady smiled and asked: ‘How come you came out at this
hour? What happened doll?’
Well, this and that.
‘Ok. Fill in this,’ and she gave me a document to fill in
the spots, while she kept asking: ‘Aboriginal?’ Looked at me.
‘Nope.’ Tick. ‘Torres Strait Islander? Nope.’ Tick. ‘Asian?
Nope.’ Tick. ‘Just asking. Caucasian? Yep.’ Family name. Told.
Tick. ‘Given name?’ Told. ‘Sorry?’ Told again. ‘Sorry? Could
you spell it for me, doll?’ Spelled it. ‘Husband? Partner?
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Lover?’ ‘Hmm?’ ‘Just joking. Don’t bother (about lovers)
mate.’ ‘Husband.’
‘It is good? Doesn’t matter. Mine is not. Going to the
pub a lot. Bloody bludger. We are done. Sign here doll ...’
Q&A. Short. Funny. But that’s how Lithgow people are.
At this Hospital, the medical staff are poker faced. My
oncologist nurse is that, for sure. She’s lacking the lovely
cheeky humour of my beloved Lithgow’ers. She is an
adamant, serious person. At least I won’t see them for
another two weeks.
In between, I will keep living my isolated lovely life at
home. Now, time to have an early dinner, take my old dog for
a walk, and back to bed. Walking the dog is usually fun. Now
it is depressing. On the street, only Rosalina was walking her
little dog. She was grumbling about something. ‘What’s
wrong, neighbour?’ I asked. She looked at me and said, ‘Too
much husband at home. Too much husband.’ Aha.
Understood.
On the cricket ground we were just two of us. So, while
Rex was checking his correspondence stopping at each bush,
I was reflecting on what I was told at the hospital. ‘Take care.
You have to live isolated. The chemotherapy is weakening
your immune system. No contact with anybody. You are the
perfect candidate.’
So, what does that mean, to be a perfect candidate?
A person who is over 65 years old? Tick. Has high blood
pressure. Tick. Has Arthritis. A bit. Tick. Has cancer? Yep. Tick.
Weakened immune system. Fingers crossed. Tick. Hmm,
there is some food for thought.
Medical Conclusion: one says that I’m a perfect
candidate.
My conclusion. Nobody I know who was a “perfect
candidate” for something, reached the desired position. The
winners were usually different from other candidates, the
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second, the third, for hidden reasons. Therefore, to be the
“Perfect Candidate” is still good.
‘Come on Rex, have you read all your mail? We have to
go home.’ The old dog looked at me with a benevolent
acceptance and followed slowly. I thought, he also could be a
perfect candidate (canine). Old. Heart disease.
Got home. Had dinner. Took medication. Me, I took my
Ativan for a good night sleep. Rex, his heart medication. All
good.
Next morning, I still felt very tired. Interestingly, Rex
didn’t pay any attention to me. Normally, he was up first. Not
this time. He was still soundly sleeping. Not his usual self.
After a while, I checked again. Still sleeping. A little too much
even for an old bugger. I had to wake him up for his heart
pill.
Opened the box. Why are two pills in there? Should
have been only one! OMG !!! What the heck did I give him
last night? My Ativan?
Next morning, who’s coming down the stairs “smiling”
and happily yawning? My refreshed doggy after a long, good
night's sleep.
Conclusions: Number One: Do not believe that you are
the “Real Candidate” when you are told that you are “the
Perfect one”!
Number two: The Ativan is for restless humanoids and
not for dogs.
This, above, is my uncensored and private advice.
Sincerely yours,
The Perfect Candidate.
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IN SEARCH OF SANCTUARY
Anastasia Pavlovic
She had only known sand in its roughest form – the crisp,
scratching-against-your-skin type that does anything but
soothe. It doesn’t squeak when your toes and the
microbeads meet, it screeches, like the squawk of a seagull.
Playthings and playdough lay in the sandpit as toddlers
took the last ounce of life out of it. The green hazy net hung
above the playground, barely blocking the dry 35-degree
Mount Druitt sun. Kids hollering as they stood atop the
jungle-gym, mimicking Tarzan and the army wars they saw in
cartoons. The intense colours even brighter today, stark
against the brown Colorbond fence in the far distance.
Anisa’s first encounter with sand was somewhat
unpleasant.
‘Here, take that!’ cackled a young girl. She pegged the
coarse sand into Anisa’s eyes, clouding her vision to tiny
specks and particles. It set Anisa’s mind into a dizzying
motion, forgetting her place in the sand. She stumbled
awkwardly out of the pit and ran to hurl her short arms
around her mother who was standing near their designated
room.
‘Why did you do that?’ Anisa yelled through her heavy
tears. She buried her face into her hands, arm cuffs now
damp. The young girl continued to cackle, darting outside of
the playground. Anisa’s mother wiped her tears and gently
patted her back, whispering words of sorrys and I-love-yous.
Like autopilot, she guided Anisa to their door. It was
labelled “10” in black ink against frayed, dark cyan wall paint.
They moved to the sink next to the bunkbed, splashing water
and breathing in new life. Anisa’s eyes were shut tight, trying
to erase the pain and shame. The worn grey striped carpet
beneath began to dampen, just ever so slightly.
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The faces of Charlie, Kelly and Ken on the Hi-5 themed soap
usually made her happy – with the bubbles and catchy songs
and all – but not today. Her mother grabbed the nearest
purple microfibre towel and doused her face with it.
They trudged their feet over to the top bunk and rested
their legs lightly against the cream coloured painted brick
wall to create their own mini tent. All seemed well, but Anisa
continued to sob, she couldn’t take it anymore.
‘Shush my darling, not too loud – they’ll hear us and
we’ll get in trouble, like Shelly did,’ her mum murmured,
gesturing towards the door. Shelly and her three kids were
forced to leave last week – they had been given 3 strikes and
were actually 4 days away from their allocated emergency
time there anyway.
‘But that other girl, mummy. What about them?’ Anisa
muttered scornfully. The yells now coming from the room
four doors down could be heard through the brick walls.
Her mum shrugged. She simply didn’t have an answer.
When are we going to get out of here? How am I going to get
out of here? The two black garbage bags full of clothes placed
beside the door glanced at her briefly. They echoed
memories of what once was. On top were pages of Disney
princess book titles that once stood on glistening wooden
shelves, now beaten at their corners. She got off the bunk
bed and went over to the garbage bag to take “The Little
Mermaid” book.
‘We haven’t read this one together yet. Let’s have a bit
of a read.’ And the tantalizing words of Ariel’s adventures
soothed her sweet daughter. The four walls clutched at them
tight and her mother knew they were safe inside. Some
grains of sand lay on the ground near the sink, but that could
be cleaned up later. And for a moment, a makeshift
sanctuary was found.
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MY BODY STANDS IN THE MIRROR
Erin Middleton
my body stands in the mirror all
askew and
somewhat
falling
apart
it grumbles in the glass,
moans the movements of the day,
complains and cries and curses with every
intake
of these lungs
(though the lungs themselves
are rather silent
and well behaved, thank you.)
my body has so many mouths I’ve lost the count of them
they’re threaded through my skin like gaping wounds,
and they bleed
and bleed
and bleed:
‘You are not enough.’
‘How can you ever be enough?
‘How can you ever be enough when this,
this,
this,
is the vessel you fill
bottom
to
brim?’
my body feels like it comes from
somewhere else
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some other-worldly place where things that are broken are
also
whole
(instead of here, where I am
hollow)
maybe aliens are just people who weren’t put back together
right
maybe aliens are just people who didn’t feel the need to be
put back together
don’t ask me how I can feel so
complete
and so
fractured
all at once
I do not have the answers
they are buried somewhere
under skin and sinew
where screws and stories
stitch me back together.
my body stands in the mirror
and I tell it the same story
with every mouth
that I can muster
until even I
believe
the tale:
you are mine
you are mine
you are mine.
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We thank the people who inspire and help us:
UNE Sydney, Parramatta
Writing & Society Research Centre, WSU
Giramondo Publishing - book awards
Judges: Luke Carman and Sophia Kouyoumdjian
Our kind donors who provide cash prizes
NWG Inc volunteers and ZineWest contributors
This edition has been produced in a financially difficult year.
We thank our supporters who have given special recognition
and financial encouragement to new writers.
Looking forward to a perfect bound fifteenth ZineWest in
2021, possibly bringing us together in a physical space with a
Sahtein feast and a double-sized book raffle.
ZW WORD: We hope for a date early 2021 at UNE Sydney.
If Covid-19 foils us we will meet again on Zoom.
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Nature speaks, when you decide to listen
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Blue Reflections:
Dannielle Viera
One World Trade Center
in New York offers visitors
the chance to reflect on
the atrocity that occurred
at this site.

New, Old and Blue
in Parramatta:
Mihaela Cristescu
Parramatta under
construction, June
2020.
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ZineWest 2020 fragments …
confined lions yearning for liberation; please listen (to the Quiet
alphabet; a plastic bag prowls the kerb; children and grandchildren scattered on three continents; rendering iron-forged tools
weightless; we are the silicon people; slinking towards the blue
lozenge; her tri-coloured deck, flying the flag of freedom; birds
breach empty 1914 skies; we will wake to a fresh canvas; combining artistic integrity with marketability; crinkled with kindness;

the shagpile stared back; it grumbles in the glass; wilts in the
summer heat; leaps from your wide muddy banks; insulation and
gyprock erupt from the ceiling; shattered relics of the industrial
age; all trying to get in the frame; an insidious little chill of excitement; a stretchy, stringy, succulent Margherita pizza; the air
around him was welcoming; the world had changed and he
hadn’t seen it; they could expect reprisals, deportation and even
execution; riding, unclothed in steel or feathers; the four walls
clutched at them tight; repeated changes in pitch clash badly; to
fashion a deep cry into words; what happened doll? ...
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